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ANALYSIS OF TEACHING METHODS FOR EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM TEACHING – 
LEARNING PROCESS IN SCHOOLS 

I. A Msheliza 

Abstract 

Teaching methods and their application by the teacher in teaching- learning 
process in the classroom deserve a serious attention by both the teacher and 
the government as it is one of the important aspects that make learning 
possible for learners/students at any given time. The failure of the teacher to 
explore and employ the appropriate teaching method(s) in his classroom 
teaching situation may spell doom on the learners/students as the desired 
knowledge and skills his learners/students are to experience may not be 
visible. Not all methods are good in teaching all the subjects we have on our 
school time- table, therefore, the teacher is left with the up- hill task of how 
to go about selecting the most appropriate teaching methods to be used in 
his teaching- learning process in the classroom situation. This paper analyze 
some of the teaching methods according to how and when the teacher could 
explore and employ such methods in his classroom for effective classroom 
teaching- learning process in schools. 

For proper understanding of the topic under discussion the following two terms “Teaching 
and Method” will be explained conceptually in order to give the readers a better understanding of 
what the topic is all about. 

Teaching  

Teaching is a concept subject to a variety of interpretations depending on the angle of 
consideration by the individual or group of people. Some people see teaching as practical activities in 
which a learner learns. While the writers see teaching as that practical activity which as intentions or 
attempts to bring about learning by indicating what is to be learned (contents) and presenting it using 
method (s) which could help the learners to understand. 

 Onwuka (1981:62) defined teaching as “the guard of pupils through planned activities so that 
they may acquire the richest learning possible from experience”. While Denga (2001) defined it as: 
social process in communication and interaction between the teacher and the learner with a view to 
improving the standard of the learner in the cognitive, affective and psychomotor areas of learning 
(p.55) 
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The definitions above reveal that, teaching constituted the acquisition of knowledge through 
the active participation of the learner when guided. It could also be looked at as a process of 
transmitting knowledge to those who will be committed to it. Thus, teaching is the process that 
facilitates learning. 

 The teaching skills therefore lies on knowing the who, what and how as well as passing 
judgment when necessary. Teaching constitutes all those learnable activities considered worthwhile 
by the teacher for the learning of the learner. 

Method 
 Mezieobi, Fubara and Mezieobi (2008) describe method as “procedure through which content 
is presented to the learners in order to enable the teacher to achieve classroom effectiveness in the 
contents of his learners”. Ofune  (1981) endorses that “method refers to broadly defined systems such 
that assist a teacher to carry out his work of imparting knowledge”. He further maintains that, 
effective teaching method are those ones which an experienced teacher has experimented over years 
to find out which best suits the personality, age and ability of the learners. 
 
 The definition above reveals that various learning situations or conditions; determine the 
suitability of the teaching method(s) to be adopted or explored and employ by the teacher in the 
teaching-learning process. This is to say that effective teaching method(s) demand the creativeness of 
the teacher.      
  
 There are many teaching methods the teacher could explore and employed in his teaching-
learning process in the classroom settings. But for the purpose of this discussion the paper will look at 
the following methods of teaching in details as they affect teaching –learning process in the classroom 
settings. These include: 
a) Lecture method 
b) Discussion method  
c) Discovery method, and 
d) Demonstration method 
 
Lecture Method 

This is the oldest teaching method. It is a traditional way of teaching (expository) used by the 
teacher. The emphasis is on teacher –centeredness. In this perspective, knowledge and information are 
presented, conveyed, imparted or transferred to learners by the teacher who dominates the 
authoritarian teaching learning process. This classroom method encourages passivity on the part of the 
learner; the teacher does everything while the learners listen and sometimes take down notes. 
 
 The method has no place in the primary school and it is not frequently used in secondary 
school especially at the lower level (junior class). The method is used at the University, Colleges of 
Education, Polytechnics e.t.c (Nacino-Brown and Brown (1985:39-40). 
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Goals of the Method  

The objectives of using the lecture method in teaching-learning process are as follows: 
a) To help learners/ students develop listening skills 
b) To help learners/students develop the skills of writing 
 
Application of the Method in Teaching- Learning Situation 
1. The Teacher should make sure he/she clarifies all the terms used as well as explain ne words. 
2. The Teacher should use the method in combination with other methods and teaching   techniques. 
3. He/she should use instructional materials where possible or informal talk to arouse learners 
interest. 
 
Advantages 
1. It can be used to teach both large and small group of students. 
2. It saves the time of both the teacher and the students as the teacher can cover a lot of topics 
within the shortest possible time. 
 
Disadvantages 
1. It is usually directed at the audience; hence it makes little provision for meeting the needs of 
different individuals in the class. 
2. It leads to indiscipline since it is one way teaching operation. 
3. The learners are not actively involved. 
4. It is not an ideal method for training high cognitive goals. 
5. It is not easy for the students to take notes and at the same time listen gainfully as      expected. 
 
Discussion Method 

The discussion method lends itself to effective teaching and learning. Discussion method is 
viewed as an organized, pre-determined procedure of teaching and not a part or element of another 
method (Nancino-Brown and Brown, 1985) that surfaces in the course of the utilization of other 
teaching methods. Discussion is a consensus learning strategy in which participants put heads together 
and contribute worthwhile ideas or personal views that aid them arrive at a conclusion on the topic of 
discussion. In this circumstances therefore, the discussion is very amenable for usage in the 
framework of gaining knowledge and contributing to knowledge which is intrinsic in the discussion as 
it involves intelligent exchange of ideas among learners /students. 
 

Usually the discussion topic should be an interesting one so as to retain the learners/students 
attention. Examples of such topic could be marriage picked from social studies or festival of a 
particular event of the society where the school was found. Before embarking on the discussion, the 
teacher should make sure he/she considered the following steps among others in order to have an 
effective and meaningful discussion. 
a) The initial classroom conditions should be encouraged to warrant free contact in speech 

between the teacher and the learners/ students and also among the learners/ students themselves. 
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b) For better interactions among pupils. It is better to arrange the class in a circle form to discuss, 
while the teacher serves as the consultant. 

c) Learners/Students should be asked to prepare before the discussion so as to enable them search 
for relevant information on the topic. 

d) Every member of the group should be encouraged to actively participate in the discussion. 
e) The discussion should be directed to the main issue or otherwise it may shift to irrelevant areas. 
 
Goals of the Method 
The goals for discussion method are: 
1. To help learners/students develop a good communication skill on their own. 
2. To help learners/ students to respect another person’s view over issues. 
3. To teach learners/ students the need for co-operation among themselves. 
 

Discussion method is an effective means of developing skill of utilizing facts and 
information. It has to do with active participation of the learners in the leaning process by evaluating 
point(s) in discussion, raising issues of their own and seeking solutions based on what has been 
studied.  This helps guide against an “inert ideas” which cannot be used to improve oneself or the 
society in general. 
 

Techniques like small group discussion, panel discussion, debate, etc where two groups or 
speakers talk for or against to mention but a few, could equally be used. Discussion method has a 
wider application in subjects like arts, social science, social studies, literature, history, science and 
mathematics. It is also applicable to all levels of education. 
 
Application of the Discussion Method in Teaching-Learning Situation             

For the teacher to be able to use the discussion method effectively, he/she should give 
attention to the following: 
She/he needs to be patient or tolerant with the learners/students. 
She/he should be ready to help the learners/students at anytime as they may forget what is expected of 
them at a particular stage of discussion. 
All information relevant to the activity or discussion should be made known to the learners/students 
before hand in a clear term. 
Discussion method of teaching requires a lot of thought and good planning by the teacher to know 
exactly what is required and what the learners/students should be doing at each stage of the 
discussion. 
 
Advantages 

It gives learners/ students opportunity to practice their oral communication skills. 
It provides learners/students the opportunity to learn from each other.  
c.   It gives learners/students training in the democratic processes. 
d. It helps learners/students to express their ideas to others. 
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Disadvantages 
a. It cannot be used for all subjects 
b. It is difficult to interact successfully when the group is large 
c. If the leader of the discussion is weak the discussion can result into unproductive activity. 
 
Discovery Method 

Discovery method allows the learners/ students the independence to use their mental 
processes to contribute to knowledge and principles that could provide answers to problems which 
bear on the attainment of instructional objectives, this method often call for minimal guidance from 
the teacher. This method of instruction distract from the conventional lesson plan format if it must be 
used to enable the learners/students develop the scientific and critical attitude towards effective 
learning in the teaching –learning environment. The method helps learners/ students discover new 
knowledge on their own using the teachers guidelines. The discovery method is used when the teacher 
wants his/her learners/students to find out on their own a solution to certain problem(s). Here they use 
their own initiative and effort to get solution to the problem of study.(Gambo, 1992:21). 
 

Generally, discovery method requires that, the learners/students be involved in some mental 
processes such as asking questions about something he/she doesn’t know as a means of trying to 
know it. The method is good for teaching subjects like social studies, geography and sciences as this 
may give the learners/students the opportunity to compare, classify, evaluate, analyze, and receive 
information and processing the information for better understanding. The method is applicable to all 
levels of education. 
 
Goals of the Method 

In the words of Msheliza (1999: 7-10) the following are the goals of discovery method. 
       1. To teach learners/students how to reflect on significant social  problems through     genuine 

discovery. 
      2. To teach learners/students to explore social issues and to develop a commitment to civic 

improvement. 
      3. To help learners/students become sensitized. 
 Looking at the above goals, one can deduce that, the goals is centered on one thing; the ability 
of the learners/students in exploring problem(s) and issues through the use of discovery method. 
 
Application of the Method in Teaching –Learning Situation  
 For the teacher to be able to use discovery method successfully in a classroom situation 
he/she should pay attention to the following: 
1. Discovery method requires a lot of thought and good Planning by the teacher to know exactly 

what is required and what the learners/students should be doing at each stage of their 
investigation. 

2. He/She should encourage /motivate the learners/students to face problem-solving situations 
alone. 
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3. The teacher should pass on all information concerning the activity of the discovery in a clear 
term. 

4. The teacher should focus on a particular type of problem in the subject matter. 
 
Advantages 
1. It gives room for permanent retention. 
2. It encourages learners/students to develop an independent attitude towards learning by doing. 
3. It encourages the spirit of working together. 
4. It promotes curiosity and imagination among learners/students. 
 
Disadvantages  
1. It is time consuming  
2. It is expensive as the learners/students spend money. 
3. It is painstaking or energy sapping as this involves the learners/students movement from one 

place to another. 
4. It demands a lot of thought and good planning from the teacher. Thus, a lazy teacher can not use 

the method successfully use this method successfully 
 
Demonstration Method 
 Demonstration has been described by Yusuf (2009:33) as an audio-visual explanation, 
emphasizing the important points of a product, a process or an idea. It is basically an activity which 
combines telling, showing and doing for the benefits of the learners/students, be it individual or a 
group of people. 
 
 Demonstration method could be used with other methods or techniques when teaching things 
like skills acquisition and any other practicals. Demonstration method can be effective in the hands of 
a skillful and competent teacher in an appropriate situation as this involves seeing, touching, listening 
and practical demonstration on the part of the learners/students. Thus, their attention would be 
captured for learning. 
 
 Demonstration as a method of teaching could find more applications in those subjects that 
involve skill acquisition: such as physical education, vocational and Technical Education and science 
courses. For example in physical Education the teacher may demonstrate to the learners/students how 
to perform press-up exercise or frog kick in swimming. However the following are instances or 
situations that can warrant the use of demonstration method for effective teaching –learning process. 
 
a) When teaching the learners/students to acquire skills. For example swimming as the case may 

be with physical education. 
b) When materials and equipment for instruction are insufficient since not all schools can afford. 
c) When the teacher is to use dangerous chemicals or solutions in    experiment. For example in 

Chemistry the use of dangerous chemicals like concentrated acids or the use of high voltages as 
the case may be in physics could be harmful to learners. 
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Goals of the Method 
 The goals of using the demonstration method of teaching are: 
i. To help the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains of the learners. 
ii. To allow the learners/students acquire specific skills within a given subject area. 
iii. To enable learners/students perform specific skills learnt on their own (in the absence of the 

teacher). 
 

Looking at the above goals, one can deduce that, it develops into the learners/students skills 
of thinking, manipulation, appreciation, acquisition of specific skills and the ability to demonstrative 
that which he/she has seen the teacher doing during the demonstration exercise. 
 
Application of the Method in Teaching-Learning Situation 

To ensure an efficient and effective demonstration for effective teaching-learning, the 
following should be carefully carried out by the teacher. 
 It is necessary to determine and analyze first the object of the demonstration as this will serve as a 

guide in deciding which aspect of the demonstration to emphasize. 
 Since the demonstration is a dramatic performance, the teacher should make sure that all the 

needed materials for the demonstration are available. 
 Try the demonstration first before the actual time if possible with people that knows little or 

nothing about the subject as this may help to determine the clarity of your procedure. 
 Preparation of the outline is necessary. Divide the whole demonstration into logical steps or 

stages. However, the steps or stages shouldn’t be many as the case may be with younger learners 
(Primary School Pupils); but it can be detailed with the mature learners. 

 Prepare the environment of the demonstration in such a way that every learner can see and at the 
same time hear clearly. 

 
The method is applicable to all levels of learning, be it at primary school, secondary school, 

or higher institutions. Although it seems the method is often used with material objects, one should 
not discount the fact that, even abstract things like concept, ideas and attitude can be demonstrated. 
 
Advantages  
 It trains the students to be good observes and good listeners. 
 It motivates learner’s/student’s interest as it often involves the use of materials and equipment 

that may be new to them. 
 It teaches learners/students how to operate a machine or some other piece of equipment. 
 It stimulates thinking. 
 It is very effective as an introduction to skills learning. 
 It makes learning more permanent. 
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Disadvantages 
 It is time consuming 
 It provides less opportunity for learners to discover things on their own. 
 It is not suitable for large class as this may bring about the problem of audibility and visibility. 
 
Conclusion 
 In the foregoing methods of teaching, the teacher has an up-hill task of involving the 
learners/students to follow with him in classroom pedagogy involving the employment of all the 
teaching materials, the environment and the class settings. In the teaching –learning process the 
teacher is the spark that fixes the whole development process- the key man in the drive to progress. 
Teaching generally has a lot to do with. It does not only do with the teacher, learners/students, 
knowledge, instructional materials, training, selection of suitable methods, but also it has something to 
do with all that has relevance or bearing with effective classroom teaching-learning process. Thus, 
teaching is not an easy job as many think. It is skilled job and like all other professional jobs, it has its 
methods of teaching and techniques among others through which he/she cater for the needs of the 
learners/students as no effective teaching-learning process could take place without the exploring and 
employing of variety of methods of teaching by the teacher which is intrinsic within the framework of 
effective classroom teaching-learning process in schools.  
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